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Abstract. The control of rotational transform in Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is key to

both the island divertor operation and safety of plasma facing components. The island

divertor concept in W7-X relies on an edge flux surface with rotational transform

of ι- = 1 resonating with an intrinsic n/m = 5/5 resonance to form a five lobed

island chain. This island chain intersects with divertor plates to give rise to the island

divertor. Changes in the relative position of the rational surface and the divertor

plates can result in changes in divertor performance, thus the control of the rotational

transform is essential to operation of the W7-X device. During the first divertor

campaign electromagnetic loads resulted in elastic deformations of the shaped modular

stellarator coils. Such deformations made these coils more planar, reducing the vacuum

rotational transform, subsequently shifting the ι- = 1 resonance outward. Unintended
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plasma wall interactions provided the first clear evidence of this effect during plasma

operation. Flux surface measurements were utilized to estimate the correct level of

current in the planar coils for correction of ι-, and found to be around ∼ −100 A. Scans

of the planar coil current for iota correction were performed during plasma operation.

These measurements suggest planar coil currents between −250 and ∼ 0 A would place

the strike lines at the designed distance from the pumping gaps. Divertor Langmuir

and upstream probe measurements confirm these estimates along with measurements

of divertor neutral gas pressure.

Submitted to: Nuclear Fusion
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1. Introduction

The control of rotational transform ( ι-) in Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) has long been

identified as a key aspect to the operation of the device. It has been theorized that as

plasma beta increases, an increase in the bootstrap current due to neoclassical effects will

result in a change of rotational transform [1]. This would in turn cause a change in the

behavior of the island divertor of W7-X, possibly limiting the performance of the device

or overloading certain plasma facing components. The scaling of the bootstrap current in

W7-X has recently been confirmed, lending strong credibility to the idea that bootstrap

currents will in fact evolve to the expected levels during high performance operation [2].

Recent measurements confirm the motion of the strike lines as the total plasma current

evolves [3]. Various compensation and device protection concepts are being tested in

W7-X including protective divertor elements [4], electron cyclotron current drive [5],

and magnetic configuration changes. This paper discusses the latter of these methods,

detailing experiments performed on W7-X using the superconducting coils to modify the

edge rotational transform, comparing experiments to modeling, and making predictions

for future operation.

The island divertor of W7-X is key to the experimental goals of achieving long-

pulse, high beta, steady-state operation, by providing a means for controlled heat and

particle exhaust. The island divertor arises from an ι- = 1 surface which resonates with

an intrinsic n/m = 5/5 field perturbation. Alternatively, n/m = 5/6 and n/m = 5/4

configurations are possible but we restrict this discussion to the n/m = 5/5 configuration

as the divertor shape and pumping have been optimized to this configuration. Figure

1 depicts the first wall and divertor structures of W7-X. Superimposed on this image

are strike lines and a Poincaré plot of the standard magnetic configuration in vacuum

(as calculated using the FIELDLINES code [6]). Here the five lobes of the divertor are

clearly visible, forming five independent flux bundles. The divertor plates intersect these

flux bundles, essentially capping both ends. The strike lines formed by this intersection

are visualized in blue. Between the divertor plates is a gap which serves to allow neutral

particle exhaust and pumping. In future upgrades, cryo-pumps will be located in this

region.

The magnetic configuration of W7-X arises from seven unique superconducting

magnetic coil shapes, mirrored across five symmetry planes, for 70 superconducting

coils in total. Of the seven unique modular coil shapes, five are three-dimensionally

shaped ‘stellarator’ coils (with 108 turns each) giving rise to the vacuum poloidal and

toroidal fluxes. The other two coils are planar coils (with 36 turns each) which are

located radially outside the other coils, and are tilted with respect to the the toroidal

direction (see figures 1 and 2 in reference [7]). This tilting provides a flexibility in

magnetic configurations. When energized with currents in phase, the planar coils provide

a toroidal component to the magnetic field. This allows changes to the rotational

transform through addition of toroidal flux ( ι- = dχ/dΨ where χ is poloidal flux

and Ψ is toroidal flux). Out of phase currents yield a vertical field, allowing for
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Figure 1. The W7-X divertor system with superimposed Poincaré plot (red) and field

line diffusion calculation (blue) for the standard vacuum magnetic configuration using

ideal coils.

changes in the radial position of the flux surfaces (albeit with additional changes to

the toroidal ripple). The standard magnetic configuration is nominally achieved using

zero planar coil currents and equal currents flowing in the five non-planar coil currents.

Variations of the non-planar coil currents allow for changes in the predicted level of

neoclassical transport (both increasing or decreasing the levels relative to the standard

configuration). Such changes do not appreciably affect rotational transform but can

slightly influence the shear in the edge transform profile, thereby affecting island widths

(shifting the strike lines).

Features which can alter the magnetic configuration of W7-X away from its designed

island divertor design have received much attention in recent years. It was identified

early on that even small magnetic fields which resonate with the ι- = 1 surface can

modify the edge island topology, resulting in divertor overload [8]. To this end a great

deal of effort was spent measuring and correcting the positioning of the superconducting

coils of W7-X [9, 10]. Early in the initial limiter experimental campaign efforts to gauge

the effect of these measurements confirmed that the magnetic field was in fact accurately

generated to better than one part in 100,000 [11, 12, 13, 6]. The remnant n/m = 1/1
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Figure 2. Video camera images (port AEQ40) showing an interaction between the

carbon tiled wall and the plasma. Lower label indicates planar coil current, larger

negative values indicated and increase in rotational transform. The interaction is

significantly reduced and rotates poloidally as iota is increased.

field was also demonstrated to be correctible using less than 10% of the rated maximum

current capacity of the trim coils [7, 14, 15]. However, during divertor operation an

anomalous interaction between the plasma and carbon tiled wall elements suggested

that the edge island chain was not optimally located. This was subsequently attributed

to electromagnetic deformations of the non-planar superconducting coils, and efforts to

measure and correct this effect were conducted. The effect of electromagnetic forces

on the superconducting coils was first measured during flux surface measurements of

the limiter configuration [16]. The n/m = 5/6 island chain appeared to move radially

outward as the field strength was increased.

Early in the first divertor campaign, during plasma operation and performance

extension, visible light cameras detected an interaction between a protruding carbon

wall protection element (known as the ‘Abschirmhaus’) and the plasma. Two such

elements are located in the W7-X vessel, one to protect a diamagnetic loop, the other a

soft X-ray camera array. Initially only light emission from the scrape-off layer plasma

was present with no discernible load going to the wall. However, as plasma pulse length

and injected energy were increased the visible light cameras detected a hot-spot on the

‘Abschirmhaus’ indicating significant heating of the tiles (figure 2). A series of discharges

were then performed at varying levels of negative planar coil current in an attempt to

minimize the interaction and allow continuation of plasma operation. This shifted the

island chain radially inward and resulted in a decrease in the interaction between the

plasma and the protruding wall element. The images also indicate a motion of the

strike line away from the pumping gap. At that time a correction level of around

−750 A (symmetric in phase for all planar coils) was applied in configurations which

utilized the n/m = 5/5 island chain.

This paper explores the use of the superconducting planar coils to both estimate the
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change in rotational transform and correct for divertor strike line position. All results

presented are for the nominal 2.52 T on axis magnetic field case. In the next section, we

provide a theoretical estimate of how configurations changes affect the island divertor.

We then review experimental measurements performed on W7-X in section 3. Finally

we conclude with a discussion of the implications for future operation and reactor design

in section 4.

2. Theory and Simulations

The proper operation of the island divertor in W7-X requires control of the interaction

between the plasma and divertor elements. As the divertor plates themselves are fixed

in space relative to the machine coordinates, active control of the magnetic fields is

the most clear way to control the divertor performance. This implies that phenomena

which change the magnetic field away from the optimal magnetic configuration may

spoil divertor performance. Such changes can also endanger first wall elements as

was documented in the previous section. However, the effects of such changes may be

counteracted through various changes to the magnetic field using a variety of actuators.

In this work, we specifically concern ourselves with active control of the vacuum magnetic

field through use of the planar superconducting coils on W7-X. Changes to the magnetic

field configuration are used to compensate reductions in the rotational transform caused

by electromagnetic forces elastically deforming the non-planar superconducting coils.

The deformation of the non-planar coils and resulting reduction in rotational

transform can be explained in simple terms. The self-force generated by a shaped coil

due to electromagnetic loads causes the coil to deform in such a way as to become more

planar. Thus in the extremal limit the coil becomes a toroidal field coil, generating only

toroidal field. It can then be said that the purpose of shaping a modular stellarator coil

is to generate poloidal flux (to zeroth order). Forces which reduce the level of shaping,

reduce the poloidal flux and may even increase the toroidal flux (although this last

effect is dependent on the initial shape of the coil). The net effect is to reduce the

rotational transform of the device in vacuum. These deformations can be counteracted

by a mechanical support structure, W7-X utilizes a central support ring and sliding

outboard support structures for this purpose. This allows some level of deformation

of the coils to occur under load while preventing damage to the coil and coil support

structures.

In W7-X, the reduction of ι- results in a radially outward motion of the edge island

structure. The amplitude of this motion is a function of local shear in the rotational

transform, where lower shear regions experience a larger radial shift in island position for

a fixed change of ι-. The first confirmation of the presence of this effect was seen during

early flux surface measurements. A scan of field strength in the limiter configuration

indicated a motion of the n/m = 5/6 island chain that scaled with magnetic field

strength [16]. Increases in field strength (and subsequently electromagnetic load)

resulted in a radially outward motion of the magnetic island chain. The effect was
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Figure 3. The position of the W7-X island O-points relative to the horizontal divertor

for ideal coil and electromagnetically loaded as-built coil models. All data taken in the

same symmetry plane (φ = −12.8o). This location approximates the divertor finger

position used later in this work. The solid line indicates the location of the O-point

for the ideal CAD model.

considered to be a small deviation from the nominal configuration at full field strength

(an approximately 1.5% reduction in ι-), and was not considered detrimental to operation

with a limiter in the first experimental campaign.

In order to model such phenomena (and modes of compensation) detailed models

of the magnetic coils are necessary. Such models were provided through a metrology

campaign on W7-X [9]. These ‘as-built’ coil models are then deformed using

electromagnetic (EM) simulation tools (ANSYS) [17]. In this model a 2.5 T field was

assumed, and the coils slightly stiffened for improved fit to measurements (displacement

and strain gauges [18]). The resulting ‘as-built, EM loaded’ coil models can then be

fed into a multitude of stellarator simulations tools. Calculations of the rotational

transform from field line tracing indicate a clear reduction of transform by ∆ ι- ∼ −0.02

across the whole of the volume of the plasma when electromagnetic forces are taken into

account. Figure 3 depicts the perpendicular distance of the divertor island O-points

from the horizontal divertor using different planar coils currents for two coil models.

Here we note that the ’as-built, EM loaded’ coil model was developed for the nominal
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standard configuration with zero planar coil current. Depending on the effect of planar

coil energization this estimated position of the O-point could be an upper or lower

limit on the amount of transform correction needed. However, from this model we

would estimate that between −750 and −1000 A of planar coil current (increasing ι-) is

necessary to bring the ‘as-built, EM loaded’ island chain into the correct position.

It was estimated, during operation, that a planar coil current of −700 A would be

necessary to compensate the reduction of rotational transform at the operational field

strength of B0 = 2.52 T (on axis in the φ = 0 symmetry plane). These estimates were

based on flux surface measurements and observations of plasma-wall interactions during

operation. FEM analysis of the coils can help but requires inclusion of two important

effects. First as the planar coil current becomes more negative, the non-planar coils must

increase their current to maintain the desired field strength. Thus the electromagnetic

loads should increase slightly. Additionally, the interaction of electromagnetic forces

between the planar and non-planar coils further changes the electromagnetic loading.

In practice, accounting for these effects in modeling first requires fully vetted models of

the coil stiffness, still a work in progress.

In order to estimate the effect of various levels of rotational transform correction

using the planar coils, magnetic field line diffusion calculations are helpful. Figure 4

depicts the effect of various levels of rotational transform correction on single strike

line as computed using the FIELDLINES code (for details of the model see ref [7]). In

these simulations an ensemble of ∼ 256000 particles are initialized from a flux surface

located radially inward from the divertor island chain. They are followed in both the

direction parallel and anti-parallel to the magnetic field direction. Small kicks are used

to simulate diffusion. The particles which collide with the divertor elements are binned

along a toroidal slice (2o in toroidal width, approximating divertor finger TM2h5 in W7-

X). As the planar coil current decreases (increasing rotational transform), a clear motion

of the strike line away from the pumping gap is present. For the ideal standard case (0

A planar coil current) we can see that the particle flux pattern is asymmetric which is

indicative of a strike line (with peak value ∼ 13 cm from the pumping gap). The strike

line skewness (s = E (x− µ)3 /σ3, where E is the expected value, x the function, µ the

the mean, and σ the standard deviation) ranges linearly from around 0.8 at 0 A planar

coil current to around 0 at −1500 A. Positive skewness indicates data trailing to the

right, negative means trailing to the left, and zero indicates symmetric configurations.

The −1500 A and −1750 A cases have reached a limiter-like configuration which is

corroborated by the very symmetric particle flux pattern (skewness 0). The −2000 A

case indicates a small negative skewness (−0.2). Poincaré plots indicate a transition to

a limiter configuration at −1250 A and a clear limiter condition by −1500 A. The ‘As-

built, EM Loaded’ coil model for the 0 A planar coil case is plotted as a shaded region.

Since this configuration includes error fields, toroidal variation is present. The shaded

region is bounded by the maximum and minimum values found across all ten divertors

at self-similar toroidal locations. In this model, a variation in strike line locations is

present but in general the strike lines appear to be shifted ∼ 4 cm toward the pumping
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Figure 4. Field line diffusion simulations of horizontal divertor strike line using ideal

coil model for the standard configuration (nominally 0 A in planar coils). As the

planar coil currents become more negative (increasing ι-), the strike line move away

from the pumping gap (associated with a radial motion of the island inward). Shaded

region generated using the ‘As-built, EM loaded’ coil model for the nominal standard

configuration (0 A planar coil current). Shaded region considers all 10 divertor targets.

Legend indicates level of planar coil currents.

gap,as compared to the 0 A case. Setting the planar coil currents to −1000 A causes the

shaded region to bracket the 0 A CAD model case, suggesting this level of correction

(Figure 5).

The presence of toroidal current arising from bootstrap currents, electron-cyclotron

current drive, and neutral beam injection will also change strike line positions on the

divertor. Here toroidal current in the plasma changes the poloidal magnetic flux

resulting in changes to the location of the islands relative to the divertor plates.

This effect has been measured and quantified using infrared cameras [3]. For the

configurations under consideration in this paper, the effect of bootstrap current is similar

to that of negative planar coil current. It raises the rotational transform at the plasma

edge, thereby moving the strike lines away from the pumping gap.

The W7-X diagnostic suite includes a plunging multi-purpose manipulator (MPM)

designed to accommodate multiple probe heads which can measure various scrape-off
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Figure 5. Field line diffusion simulations show that setting the planar coils to −1000 A

and using the ‘As-built, EM loaded’ coil model results in strike lines which bracket the

nominal strike line position. Here the nominal position is defined using the CAD coil

model and 0 A current in the planar coils.

layer quantities[19]. Figure 6 depicts modeling of field lines launched from the plunge

trajectory of the MPM. In these plots red dots indicate field lines which do not intercept

the divertor structure, while the black points indicates field lines within the divertor

shadow. The −2000 A case (right side) indicates that a significant portion of the island

volume is not in the shadow of the divertor. Because the shadowed region still extends

on both sides of the island chain the configuration is limiter-like. It is expected that

this would provide some level of confinement in the edge region outside the core plasma.

This is different from a true limiter configuration which would bound the island by flux

surfaces on both sides. Specifically, a true limiter configuration would limit the plasma

volume not the size of the edge island.

3. Experimental Measurements

In order to determine the necessary level of rotational transform correction in W7-X two

experimental methods were used. The first method involved flux surface measurement

of the standard configuration, while the second involved plasma discharges at similar
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Figure 6. Vacuum Poincaré plots showing the MPM plunge trajectory with respect

to the edge n/m = 5/5 island chain. The standard configuration 0 A (EIM) is depicted

on the left while the −2000 A (FKM002) configuration is depicted on the right, using

the ideal coil model. The solid line depicts the path of the MPM centerline, while the

dashed line indicates the location of sensors on the probe head. Red points indicate

field line trajectories which are not in the shadow of the divertor, while black points

are in the divertor shadow. Black circles correspond to measurements presented later

in figure 12.

parameters to assess both the standard and high-mirror configuration (both of which

rely on the n/m = 5/5 island chain for divertor operation).

3.1. Flux Surface Measurement

Flux surface measurement in W7-X utilizes an electron beam emitter and a swept

fluorescent rod which is imaged by a CCD camera. This allows one to create a Poincaré-

like image of a flux surface [16]. Unfortunately, this can only be done for surfaces which

do not intersect wall structures. Thus the edge island structure of W7-X cannot be

imaged when the islands are in their nominal position. However, this effect can be used

to estimate the separatrix position of the configurations. This is achieved by moving

the emitter to multiple locations near the edge of the configurations. The separatrix

position can then be determined to lie between the last imaged edge surface and first

emitter position which does not result in a flux surface trace.

Figure 7 depicts the results of just such a measurement performed over multiple

values of planar coil current. A clear linear dependence of separatrix radial position

on planar coil current is present. Using the measured geometry of the flux surface

measurement diagnostic, an estimate can be made of the position of the ideal coil flux

surface. This would suggest a value of −100 A in the planar coils for iota correction. It

should be noted that these measurements were performed with non-planar coil current

adjustment to keep the 2.52 T magnetic field axis value (as needed for ECRH operation

using X2 mode). While the relative position of the emitter is known to high accuracy,

the absolute position comes with a large uncertainty. This is attributed to motion
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Figure 7. Separatrix radial position dependence on planar coil current as determined

from flux surface measurement. Shaded region depicts separatrix location as

determined by emitter position which imaged a surface and one which did not.

Horizontal line indicates separatrix location as determined by field line following using

the ideal coil set.

of the magnetic system relative to the emitter port as the coils are cooled down. In

order to compensate for this effect, simulations are performed noting the simulated

emitter position which images the last closed flux surface, and the position which images

the magnetic axis. The difference in simulated emitter positions is then added to the

measured emitter position which images the magnetic axis. This value is the horizontal

line depicted in figure 7, and may have up to a ±1 cm error bar.

It is also important to note that these measurements were performed without

error field correction. The emitter in only one module was used to perform these

measurements. Thus the influence of error fields on these measurements could be

substantial. In particular the presence of both n/m = 1/1 and n/m = 2/2 magnetic

error fields, and their effect on the island divertor have been well documented [15, 7].
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Figure 8. Overview of standard (left) and high mirror (right) configuration iota scan

discharges. The first discharge indicates a loss of density control at 2.5 s (as measured

by the interferometer [20]) associated with outgassing of the divertor but did not appear

to affect heat fluxes to the divertor. A small feature at 1.7 s related to a plunge of the

multipurpose manipulator is also present in some discharges.

3.2. Measurements During Plasma Operation

A set of 3.5 s, 2 MW ECRH, He plasma discharges were performed varying the

planar coil currents in both the standard and high-mirror magnetic configurations. The

standard configuration arises when all non-planar coils have the same current flowing

though them and nominally no current in the planar coils. The high-mirror configuration

arises when the non-planar coils have current ratios I2 = 0.972I1, I3 = 0.926I1,

I4 = 0.880I1, I5 = 0.852I1 (where I1 is the current in the first type of non-planar coil)

and nominally no current in the planar coils. Figure 8 depicts the set of parameters

for these discharges indicating highly reproducible plasmas which are a characteristic of

stellarators in general. Note that the toroidal current is small and the toroidal current

evolution for these discharges is very similar allowing us to control for the effect of

plasma currents. The relatively similar levels of stored energy also allow us to control

for beta effects. Planar coil currents for the discharges were 0 A, −250 A, −500 A,

−750 A, −1000 A, −1500 A, and −2000 A, where non-planar coil currents were chosen

to keep 2.52 T at the magnetic axis in bean shaped symmetry plane (for heating).

The fluctuations in the toroidal current become smaller as the rotational transform

is increased. The MPM plunge occurs at t = 1.7 s in the standard configuration
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Figure 9. Projection of infrared camera data (AEF30) onto a simulated wall model

showing divertor temperature rise over 3 s for the uncorrected (red) and−1000 A (blue)

standard configuration case. The divertor fingers used for strike line calculations are

highlighted in green (horizontal for standard configuration, and vertical for the high-

mirror configuration).

and a strong perturbation in the toroidal current, diamagnetic energy and density is

present for the −1500 A and −2000 A cases. Plunge depths were varied between shots,

however the −750 A and −2000 A cases had similar 290 mm plunge depths. While

not conclusive, these discharges seem to support the idea that the edge island chain has

transitioned from a feature in the divertor shadow to a confining region. It also supports

the hypothesis that oscillations in the toroidal current may be due to currents flowing

in the scrape-off layer. The presence of a confining island in this region then somehow

suppresses these oscillations.

Figure 9 depicts the change in strike line position for the standard configuration.

The shift in strike line position away from the pumping gap is clearly visible on the

horizontal divertor, as the planar coil current is decreased. This demonstrates the ability

of the planar coils to actuate the rotational transform. A slight change in the vertical

target interaction is also present. As error field correction was not present in these

discharges, similar images viewing other modules show a slight variance in strike line

position and amplitude of the temperature rise. However, all images indicate a motion
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Figure 10. Strike line position as a function of planar coil currents for the standard

(left) and high mirror (right) configurations. Distances are measured from the pumping

gap to the peak in heat flux. Times of evaluation are chosen to control for similar

values of total toroidal current across discharges. Values from every available divertor

are plotted with the darker circles depicting the average value. Shaded region depicts

ideal strike line location as determined by field line diffusion calculations, accounting

for variations in model assumptions and interpretation.

of the strike line away from the pumping gap. While temperature rise may be used to

infer strike line location, this paper used more advanced techniques [3]. The effect of

toroidal current results in a maximum of 4 mm of shift in the strike line over a discharge.

To control for this each discharge is analyzed at a time point where the toroidal current

is 1 kA in the standard configuration and 300 A in the high mirror configuration. Given

the stable nature of the discharges, this provides similar plasma parameters. Care is

taken to avoid the density rise in the unmodified standard configuration (0 A planar

coil current) and the times at which the multipurpose manipulator was plunged.

The general motion of the strike lines as a function of planar coil current can

be seen in figure 10. In this analysis the strike line has been defined as divertor

finger 5 in the second horizontal divertor target module (depicted in green in figure

9). We note that beyond −1000 A in the standard configuration all divertors appear

to have limiter-like strike lines. This further corroborates the idea that the planar

coils control rotational transform pulling the n/m = 5/5 island chain radially inwards.

Additionally, the −1500 A and −2000 A configurations have similar strike line position

further corroborating the idea that the plasma has entered a limiter-like configuration.

In the high-mirror magnetic configuration, we use the 10th divertor finger in the first

vertical target module. The high-mirror configuration is a configuration predicted to

have low neoclassical transport. It arises through a variation of the non-planar coil

currents, maintaining the n/m = 5/5 edge island chain. It does have a larger vertical

target interaction than the standard magnetic configuration, thus motivating a focus on

the vertical target for this configuration.

From this data one can estimate the level of planar coil current needed to correct
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Figure 11. Electron temperature measurements from Langmuir probes embedded in

the module 5 upper and lower divertor for the standard magnetic configuration. The

peak in electron temperature moves away from the pumping gap as planar coil current

is increased. Cases with limiter-like configurations show no strong peak. Thin lines

indicate extent of errors, circles indicate probe location.

for divertor strike line position. Field line diffusion simulations using the ideal magnetic

coils and divertor placement suggest that in the standard configuration the peak of the

divertor strike line sits ∼ 13 cm from the pumping gap. In the high mirror configuration

loads are predominantly on the vertical target. Here simulation data suggests an ideal

positioning of the strike line ∼ 14 cm from the pumping gap. Experimental data

would then suggest between −250 and −500 A of planar coil correction in the standard

configuration and around −250 A of correction in the high mirror configuration. The

discrepancy between configurations can be related to the fact that in the standard

configuration all non-planar coils have the same current flowing in them while the

high-mirror configuration has differing currents in each non-planar coil type. Thus

the electromagnetic loading of the configurations is significantly different. Accounting

for toroidal currents it can be seen that the level of correction for both configurations

falls between −250 A and 0 A of planar coil current.

Two of the divertor modules possess a set of flush mounted Langmuir probes. These

probes allow for measurement of electron density and temperature in the scrape-off layer

of the plasma. Figure 11 depicts the effect of the planar coil current scan on the measured

electron temperature. The location of the electron temperature peak roughly correlates

with the position of the strike line as measured with the infrared cameras. The −1500 A

and −2000 A cases appear to have similar profiles and strike line locations which is also

consistent with the infrared camera data. It is clear from this data that the strike line

is not located within the Langmuir probe array for the uncorrected case and −250 A

cases. While not obvious, there is a trend in the peak of the electron temperature to

move away from the pumping gap as the rotational transform increases (planar coil

current decreases). Unfortunately the array does not straddle the nominal strike line

location (13 cm from the pumping gap). Thus it is difficult to estimate the level of
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Figure 12. Probe current as measured by multi-purpose manipulator at three plunge

depths. Here Iprobe is roughly proportional to density and R ∼ 6.035 m would

correspond to the flux surface just inside the island chain (in real coordinates). Shaded

region depicts the standard deviation of the signal.

transform correction necessary from this diagnostic alone. However, one can say that

less than −750 A of corrections is necessary, since the peak in electron temperature

(lower divertor) is approximately located at ∼ 17.5 cm for that discharge.

Figure 12 depicts the measured current of a negatively biased probe (Iprobe) on

the MPM probe head [19, 21]. As the rotational transform is increased, the probe

current increases while the bulk plasma density does not change (as measured by the

interferometer). This suggests that the confinement in the region outside the equilibrium

last closed flux surface has improved (assuming probe current is proportional to plasma

density). As the transform is increased, Poincaré plots suggest an increase in the island

volume which is no longer in the divertor shadow (located at the center of the island).

Increased probe current also suggests that the density in the island may be increasing.

It should be noted that similar experiments performed during the first limiter campaign

found a similar effect, although the scan performed changed both the edge transform

and radial plasma position [22].

The hypothesis that the island is confining plasma for the −2000 A case is confirmed
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Figure 13. Neutral compression as measured by neutral gas manometers at the

outboard (AEE) and divertor ports (AEI). A clear decrease in the neutral compression

is seen as strike lines move away from the divertor and become limiter-like.

by figure 8, where we see a decrease in the diamagnetic energy and an increase in density

as the probe is plunged at around t = 1.6 s into the discharge. Here the manipulator

was far from the vacuum last closed flux surface. It is likely that in these discharges

the island was being limited by the manipulator head as it plunged. This is confirmed

by visible camera images which show a very bright light emission from the probe head,

resulting in saturated images.

The effect of these changes on the divertor performance can be seen in measurements

made by the neutral gas manometer system in W7-X [23]. Figure 13 indicates that

as the planar coil currents became more negative, causing the strike lines to move

away from the pumping gap, the compression ratio decreased. This is consistent with

the notion that moving strike lines away from the pumping gap decreases divertor

pumping. Additionally, we see that by −1000 A the neutral compression appears

to have reduced by a factor of two and becomes nearly constant as the planar coil

current is further decreased. This change in neutral compression is attributed to

significant decreases in the divertor pressure over the scan (from ∼ 2.5 × 10−5 mBar

to ∼ 1.4 × 10−5 mBar), while mid-plane pressure only increased slightly (from ∼
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2 × 10−6 mBar to ∼ 3 × 10−6 mBar). We postulate that, as the strike line moves

outward fewer neutrals reach the sub-divertor space and instead end up at the mid-

plane. It should be noted that these measurements were performed in helium fueled

plasmas, before boronization. After boronization the divertor compression significantly

increased with around −750 A of planar coil current [24].

4. Discussion

The planar superconducting coil set of Wendelstein 7-X has been used to demonstrate

both the active control of rotational transform and the correction of electromagnetic

load effects on rotational transform. Such correction has been validated through flux

surface mapping of the plasma last closed flux surface and divertor strike line positioning.

These two methods suggest a small level of rotational transform correction between

0 and −250 A, once toroidal current is accounted for [25]. Additionally, divertor

Langmuir probe measurements from the divertor and the multi-purpose manipulator

measurements confirm these findings. It should be noted that detailed analysis was

not possible during the experimental campaign and planar coil currents between −500

and −750 A were nominally used. This avoided the ‘Abschirmhaus’ interaction which

motivated initial attempts at rotational transform active control.

These experiments were performed before error field correction could be applied.

This influences the strike line position and plays a strong role in the interpretation

of the MPM data. In particular, different diagnostics measure quantities in different

locations over a field period, and in different modules. Additionally, these were helium

discharges carried out before boronization of the device (which clearly had a strong

effect on divertor performance). In future experiments, error field correction should

be applied for all discharges. A refined and expanded scan would include planar coil

currents of −1000, − 750, − 500, − 250, 0, 250, 500, 750, and 1000 A. The inclusion

of positive planar coils currents would move the strike lines toward the pumping gap.

Coupled with the pumping gap cryo-pumps (to be installed in the next campaign), such

experiments would allow us to better characterize the pumping efficiency as a function of

strike line location. Additionally, one may want to revisit the −2000 A case with a more

commissioned set of diagnostics to better understand the role the island is playing when

moved out of the divertor shadow but not into the main plasma confinement region.

While the planar coil system of W7-X provides the necessary magnetic configuration

flexibility for rotational transform correction, such coils are not usually considered in

a stellarator reactor design. Coil design for reactors usually focuses on minimizing coil

complexity and maximizing access for blanket maintenance. In this sense, the planar

coils of W7-X are not a desirable design choice for a reactor. The difficulties encountered

in the port design for the neutral beam injection system typify the difficulties such coils

present with respect to port design [26]. However, the deformation of non-planar coils

under electromagnetic load and subsequent iota reduction are an even larger issue at

the higher fields and stresses in reactor designs. This is especially true of the Helias line
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of reactors which rely solely on non-planar modular coils. Additionally, the utility of

rotational transform control using an interplay between stellarator coils, toroidal field

coils, and plasma current has been demonstrated as useful for exploring turbulence in

stellarators [27].
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